Our Youth and Speaking(and instruction on other matters)
The other day the power of the Holy Spirit came upon our youth. They are not prone so much in the flesh to
speak. But when the Holy Spirit came upon them they didn’t think about themselves. Speaking is a spiritual gift.
We don’t formulate out everything before we say it. That’s the natural man. I really heard the utterance of our
Father when they spoke. It’s amazing what’s in them. It’s there. It’s a gift. When they receive faith and the
conviction of the Holy Spirit it’s going to come out. It was really a phenomenon how they spoke. I can rest
knowing our youth have the Holy Spirit. They are going to be tremendous. They are going to lead us pretty soon.
We have to always remember what happened. We have to affirm that. I’m thankful we didn’t let that
underground go on. N. went to the people who told on him and thanked them. That’s the end of the
underground. Some day our Master will say, “Well done, good and faithful servant, you told on N. You have a
reward.”
If you have faith you have no doubt. Faith is a miracle. Jn 12:49 — The Father commands us what to say and how
to say it. This is how we are supposed to speak. Our Father is giving us orders. There is no difference between
Yahshua and us. We have the same Father. Yahshua wasn’t a supernatural person. The power of the Holy Spirit
was upon Him. The Father can give us orders what to say and how to say it.
Just like the other day: I saw N. right afterwards [after the washing]. Somebody gave him a fax to bring to
me. His face was shining. I saw an angel. Is that the same person? Glory was upon him. Let’s help
each other to keep the glory.
[See also “Giving Birth to the Male Child” (970120P) and “The Same Glory” (970121A).]
Instruction about Pinworms and Guests’ Dishes
“If you don’t want what you’ve got [i.e. pinworms], use what you’ve got [i.e. pumpkin seeds].” Rebellious
people won’t do what they need to do [i.e., eat pumpkin seeds] in order not to have what they have [i.
e., pinworms]. What do you think we have pumpkin seeds for?
People from the outside come in and bring things in every time. Just use common sense. When we have guests
just make sure you don’t just offend a guest. We are not here to offend guests. We don’t treat guests like dogs.
We don’t tell a guest, “Put your plate over here. We treat it separately.” Don’t offend guests. Yesterday we
offended a guest by making him put his plate in a separate place from our own dishes. You don’t need to let a
guest know that we have guest dishes. Common sense or life dictates that. We are supposed to have common
sense. If you have common sense you don’t tell a guest that he is a dog. We all were dogs. But if it had
continued when we came here that we were treated like dogs we would not have stayed around the community.
Treat guests like you treat Yahshua, with the utmost respect. The person that mistreated the guest needs to
contact that guest and apologize to him. They need to make everything right again.
Use pumpkin seeds and a little salt; use Celtic Salt. It’s seven times more powerful, or something like that, than
just plain old regular salt in bringing out the nutritional value of certain things. If your children are too little to
eat pumpkin seeds, grind them up. You can also use hydrogen peroxide and a little of water. These things don’t
like that stuff. You don’t have to go and get chemicals. Then you run out of the chemicals and these things come
back. Eat pumpkin seeds every day and not chemicals.

